Department Of Chemical Engineering
Fudo Festino -2016 is a Two - Day national level triumph organized by the Department Of Food
Technology of Vignans University from 5th to 6th Oct, 2016. Chief Guest, Dr. K.S.M.S
Raghavarao, Chief Scientist of C.F.T.R.I, suggested the students to focus on research in
developments happening in ready-made foods and latest trends in making healthy food. He also
mentioned about the importance of presence of whole wheat in daily food routine. Guest of
honor, Dr. R.B.N Prasad, President designate of association of food scientists and technologists
advised them to be updated with the latest developments occurring in the food technology field
and also told about the importance of food technologists in today’s world. In the first day
inaugural function along with chief Guest and Guest of honor, Dr.A.Thangaraj -Vice chancellor, Dr.B.Rammorthy-Rector, Dr.V.Madhusudhana Rao-Dean E& M , Dr.Krishna Etika HOD, chemical Engineering Department, all the teaching and non-teaching staff and students
were present and graced the occasion . Dr.A.Thangaraj , Vice - chancellor advised students to
takeup challenges of packing of food and work on them to reinvent in reaching out to grassroot
level. Dr.B.Rammorthy ,Rector emphasized on eating millets and pulses for staying health and
adding value addition to this traditional practices of old generation to the younger generations.
Dr.V.Madhusudhana Rao-Dean E& M congratulated the participants who came from various
state and participated in making the event a grand success. Dr.Krishna Etika - HOD, chemical
Engineering Department addresses all the internal and external students emphasizing the
importance of food in daily lives and appreciated the commendable work done by young
dynamic faculty and students of food technology.
This two day festival consists of many events like Poster Presentation, Food Fight, Food Fuiz ,
Chefs Castle, Food Carving, Twist In Taste, Foofie Jodi, FAM, Food Sparks ,Treasure Hunt,
Paper Presentation. The no of enthusiasts appeared from different states all over india for the
show were more than 300.there was a food expo where wide variety of food items were
displayed which are not available in india like Hemp seeds, Cacao seeds, flax seed, Zuccini,
broccoli etc., The 'Fudo Festino- 2k16 event was block-buster at the box office in terms of
students participation. There were more than 350 student participants. The flavor and aroma of
mouth watering food stalls spread everywhere in the campus and was centre of attraction.

At the valedictory function, Our Beloved Chairman Dr.Lavu Rathaiah encouraged students to
come up with bright ideas to promote startup culture and spoke about importance of organic
food and finally it ended up with distribution of prizes.

